
Vapamore Steam Cleaner 

 

Uses a boiler to heat tap water to high temperatures (240 to 310 degrees) causing the 
water to be transformed into a very fine, dry mist. The vapor is made up of about 5 to 6% 
water, so surfaces dry quickly. The vapor particles are much smaller than steam particles 
allowing the ability to clean in tighter spaces. In 2005, the University of Washington tested 
a vapor steam cleaner and said “the steam vapor’s low moisture and high temperature 
provides deeper cleaning because it penetrates into the pores and crevices better than 
topically applied cleaners. Since steam vapor cleaners use no chemicals, there is a benefit to 
indoor air quality, no hazards or risks from using and storing chemicals, and no harmful 
chemical residue left after the cleaning process. 

The Vapamore uses dry vapor steam that loosens dirt, grease and grime. The penetrating 
steam kills allergens, viruses, bacteria, mold and mildew without using any expensive and 
toxic chemical cleaners. 

The Vapamore Steam Cleaning System is chemical-free GREEN cleaning at its best.  

Just fill it up, turn it on, and start cleaning in minutes. 

Features: 

1500w 18-10 Stainless Steel Boiler 
ETL listed to UL Standards 
Adjustable Pressure Control  
6' Detachable Steam Hose 
18' Electric Power Cord 
On-board Attachment Storage 
45+ Minute Operation Time 
17 Accessories & Attachments 

Use the Vapamore everywhere in your home to clean floors, tiles, grout, countertops, sinks 
and toilets.  Remove baked on food and grease from ovens and barbeque. Lift stains from 
carpets and upholstery. Clean grease and dirt from automobile wheels and tires, engines 
and tools. Steam clothing to freshen and remove wrinkles.  Sanitize children's toys and pet 
beds. Remove dried on paint and adhesives. Kill germs, allergens, dust mites and bedbugs.  
The possibilities are endless. 

  



Attachments: 

1) Steam gun with hose 
2) Accessory adaptor 
3) Detail accessory nozzle 
4) Jet detail nozzle 
5) Nylon detail brush 
6) Metal detail brush 
7) Floor cleaning head 
8) Floor cotton mop cover 
9) 2 in 1 clothes / fabric  
10) Clothes / fabric cover 
11) 2 in 1 window / surface  
12) Extension tubes (three) 
13) Fill funnel 
14) Measuring cup 
15) Cord reel 
16) Accessory storage bag 
17) Nylon grout brush 

 

 


